PC Portable ou ordinateur de bureau ? 
Only the better-off could buy a laptop some years back, but now anyone might think of replacing or complementing their desktop computer with a laptop. The prices of these bundles of technology fell sharply over 2005 and 2006 because of the availability of cheaper LCD tiles.
Of course, the main point of the laptop is that it takes up less space than a traditional desktop. This fact makes them more expensive, in particular because of the miniaturisation of components, while allowing users to benefit from greater mobility. With their multimedia equipment – 17 inch screens, powerful graphics cards and on-board DVD burners for example – the least that can be said is that the latest laptop models are practically as good as their big brothers.
The main negative points for laptops compared to desktops are the following:

	They still cost around 20 to 30 per cent more (this figure is an approximate one, just to give a general idea).

	They don’t perform as well, especially on 3D game applications, and their hard disks have lower speeds – from 4200 to 5400 tpm.


	Laptops are harder to upgrade – there are very few parts of a laptop you can change, apart from the hard disk and the memory; and changing parts is quite costly. Graphics cards are generally soldered onto the motherboard, which makes upgrading impossible. Even so, NVIDIA have now brought in an MXM in a PCI Express format, which means you can change the graphics card, but this setup is used in only a few models and is having difficulty becoming more popular.


Now that you have decided to purchase a laptop, you need to decide which one. But it’s not easy to decide in a jungle where laptops can cost three hundred euros or three thousand! The aim of this guide is to help you choose the best laptop for your needs and your pocket. 
Let’s start with some important points to look at:
What size screen do you need (desktop replacement, laptop or notebook)? 
You need to decide whether you need a true laptop, a desktop replacement, a notebook computer or even a netbook. These terms refer to the four broad categories of portable computers you can find in the shops.
	Desktop replacements, as their name suggests, are rather heavy (over 6lb 8oz), and their batteries don’t last long (around 2 hours using office software). Most models have seventeen inch screens, but they can have nineteen or twenty inch screens. They are considerably heavier than a standard fifteen inch screen laptop if you have to take the train with them every day, for example. As a general rule, battery-operated computers with seventeen inch screens have ten per cent less autonomy than an identical model with a fifteen inch screen. The bigger the screen, the more energy is required for it to work.


